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Should the Hawks wait to see what’s up with Doc Rivers?
8:28 am June 7, 2010, by Mark Bradley

Doc Rivers: He'd be the right man, but it's surely the wrong time. (AP 

photo)

The Hawks have been without a head coach for 3 1/2 weeks. That could change soon. Michael Gearon Jr., the 

principal basketball voice among ownership, was due back from Russia on Sunday — no, he didn’t go offer the 

coaching job to Sasha Volkov — and a decision would seem to be forthcoming.

Rick Sund, the general manager, has handled the search process, but ownership was involved in the second 

interviews with Avery Johnson and Dwane Casey, who are considered the two favorites. The only other 

candidates whose names have come to light are Larry Drew, the Hawks’ assistant who has never served as a 

head coach, and Mark Jackson, the ABC analyst who has never coached at all.

That said, there’s one name out there that could change the dynamics of this search and maybe the balance of 

power in the NBA East. That name: Doc Rivers.

He coaches the Celtics, who are playing for their second title in three seasons. It has been rumored that 

Rivers, a Hawk from 1983 through 1991,  wants out of Boston after this season, though his contract has 

another year to run. But let’s say Rivers wins the championship and decides to quit, or doesn’t win and still 

decides to quit: Should the Hawks, having waited this long to name a coach, wait even longer to see if he’s 

interested?

The widespread belief is that Rivers, should he step away from Boston, would coach nowhere in 2010-2011. 

He’d go back to work in television and watch his children play their various games and ponder his next move. 

But what if he decided, a week into retirement, he still has the urge to coach? Would the Hawks dare to delay 

until, say, the end of July to hire somebody?
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Probably not. A team cannot wait forever, lest it give the appearance of being (a.) indecisive or (b.) 

undesirable. And even if Rivers does choose to leave Boston, he might not make that determination until July, 

by which time free agency will have started.

Rivers has a deep affection for Atlanta and this franchise, but he no longer lives here. His permanent 

residence is in Orlando. If he were to step away, it figures to be for family reasons. His son Jeremiah will be a 

senior for the Indiana Hoosiers, and his daughter Callie, who plays volleyball, will be finishing up at Florida. 

And his son Austin, considered the best point guard prospect in the nation, will be a senior at Winter Park 

High.

It would be the ideal scenario: A championship coach returning to the scene of his greatest professional 

playing accomplishments. Trouble is, it’s also the least probable scenario. As much as folks in Atlanta would 

love to see the former Hawk running the Hawks, the timing is again wrong.
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